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PeekPerf has been developed as a viewer for data generated by:
• SiGMA
• HPM
• MPI/TurboSHMEM Trace Library
• MPI/TurboSHMEM Profiling Library

PeekPerf is a tool that will allow you to map your collected performance data back
to the source code. So you will easier find bottlenecks and points for optimizations.
PeekPerf is available for several UNIX derivations (AIX, Linux) and Microsoft®
Windows®.
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How to start PeekPerf

PeekPerf is started from the command line with (where 
�����

 is my prompt)
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You can specify more than one .viz file. PeekPerf will open all this files and
combine the data from all the files. In this document we will refer to a MPI profile
taken on a POWER4 running the ‘sweep3d’ benchmark with 16 tasks. PeekPerf has
been called with all sixteen .viz files:
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It is possible to start only the trace viewer by calling
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For a list of available options see the end of this document.
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PeekPerf Main Window

PeekPerf will try to find your source code first. Before the main window is opened,
you have to select the top level directory for your source files (Note: In Microsoft®
Windows® the Main Window is shown first and then you are asked for the source). 

PeekPerf tries to find all the source files within this directory. If it finds more than
one file with the same name, you will be asked to select the right one. If PeekPerf is
unable to find a single file, it will ask for more source directories. You are able to
cancel this search. But then the mapping from the data shown to the source code
may be impossible. PeekPerf will then open all the source files. While loading the
files, the Main Window is shown. If you it has to load at lot of source (lets say 20
MB or more) it will a few several minutes to parse all the files to make the source
code highlighting. We have seen for the source for the GAMESS program, where
about 32 MB of code has to be loaded, that it took about 2.5 minutes with an 1.8
Ghz desktop computer to load and to parse this code. However, you can use the
program while it is still loading the sources. Later you will se how to disable the
parsing of the source code to speed up the loading process with large and/or many
source files.

The left side of the main window shows the collected performance data. If you click
with the left mouse button on an item on the right side the corresponding line of
source will be highlighted immideately. In this example you see that the MPI_Bcast
function at line 219 of the file mpi_stuff.f has been called only once.

You can open additional data using the menu point File->Open. So it is possible to
view the HPM data (recorded, because you had linked your program with the HPM
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library) and the MPI or SHMEM data (because you had linked with the trace library
too) simulaneously.

You can set filters to exclude some performance data from beeing shown by setting
a filter. The Filter window can be opened via Tools->Filter.
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PeekPerf Metrics View

If you click, in our example on the next line in the performance data view, you will
see all metrics collected for this line of source. In this example we see the
performance data for all the 16 tasks of this example for this single MPI call. We
see how often MPI_Bcast from this line of source has been called and with which
message sizes. We also see the aggregated number of transferred bytes and the
aggregated time.

When clicking on “Metric Options“ you can enable and disable
metric options of your choice.
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PeekPerf Summary View

When you select Tools->Summary you will get a view of text file produced by the
trace library describing a very brief view of the execution. So you are able to
recognize the performance data easier and to see the execution from the OS view.
The data shown are collected using the getrusage() system call.
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PeekPerf Tracer

If you have used the trace libraries you will be able to use the trace viewer to see a
detailed view of the execution of the program. When opening a trace file PeekPerf
will automatically take care about the correct endianess and, if necessary, convert
the trace file to the correct endianess. So there is no need to convert any of the files
when moving them from the system where they have been generated (for example:
POWER4 running AIX) to a system where they should be viewed (for example:
Workstation with AMD processor running Linux or Microsoft® Windows®).

The trace viewer itself shows the tasks at the y axis
and the time at the x axis. For every task you can see
the timeline. Every MPI call is highlighted with an
other color. The MPI traces can be viewed with a
black or a bright background. When using the bright
background every event is surrounded by a black
rectangle which makes it easier to identify very short
events. When viewing a lot of events all this black
frames will create an very distorted view of the scene,
so you are maybe happier with the black background.
The picture at the left shows a screenshot of a
window which is shown beside the trace viewer. So
you are able to map easy from the timeline to a event
within the timeline. You can supress some types of
events from beeing shown simply be clicking on the
event type in the ‘Identifier’ window.
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If you click on an event with in the tracer window you will see when clicking with
the:

• Left Mouse Button

That the correspondig line of source within the PeekPerf Main Window is
highlighted. If you hold the left mouse button and move the mouse pointer to an
other point you will see two lines. The first line is shown at the origin (where
you pressed the mouse button). The second line is shown at the current position
of the mouse. If you lift the mouse button now the timeline zooms automatically
into this selected timeframe.

• Right Mouse Button

You will see a summary of the collected
data for this special event. Please note that
when ever an event transmits some bytes we
will try to calculate a transfer rate by simply
dividing the number of transferred bytes by
the elapsed time. In case of non-blocking
calls (for example: MPI_Irecv() ) these data will not show the associated
physical transfer rate. 

You can move through the trace using the toolbar on top. This toolbar can be
undocked from the window. You are able to zoom in and out vertically and
horizontally.
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An other way to move around within the execution trace are the
following keys:

Key Action
+ move traces to the left
,

move trace to the right
-

scroll up through tasks
.

scroll down through tasks

Page Up scroll trace faster to the left

Page Down scroll trace faster to the right

'z' or 'y' zoom time in

'x' zoom time out

'a' zoom tasks in

's' zoom tasks out

PeekPerf Setup

The setup window is available via Options->View.
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Here you can chose the font used by the whole application and some options for the
source code window.

You are able to enable the black background in the tracer. One the most
workstations today the OpenGL graphics interface should be available. Try to
enable this options. Usually the trace viewer should be much faster when using
bigger traces (more than half a million events; the number of trace events is shown
on the command line after loading a trace file). If there is no OpenGL available the
viewer will automatically fall back to the normal viewer. There can be one reason to
disable the OpenGL support even if it is available. The default for setup for some
linux distributions does not include installing an appropriate OpenGL driver
according to your graphics card. Only a default software emulation is used. This
software emulation seems to be a bit slower than using the normal viewer. So if you
are confronted with this problem, check you X setup first.

PeekPerf Command Line Options

/�0�0
1�/�02�3 45�6
7�3�6�8
0�9�:

4
5 6�7"3�6�8�0�9�: a list of .viz files to be analyzed

PeekView Command Line Options

/�0�0
1
5�6
0%; <>=�/�?�6@
A 9)B 4"?
2�C�D
0�3�6�8�0FEG9�HG:

4�?2�C�D�0"3�6�8�0FEG9�HG: the tracefile(s) to be shown

PeekView (like PeekPerf) reads at its start a configuration file (see next section for
details). To overide this defaults ther use the <I=�/�?"6
@A�9�B  which include:

J A @
2 J�J A�@�@
/�0A�K�8 do not try to use OpenGLJ�L @
2 J�J%L 2�6�K�M�? force tracer to have a bright backgroundJ
N @
2 J�JN C�2�1 force tracer with black background
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PeekPerf Configuration Files

PeekPerf and PeekView use two configuration files located within the .peekperf
(please note the dot, for Microsoft® Windows® without the dot) directory within
your home directory (AIX,Linux: ~ or /home/<username>, Microsoft® Windows®:
C:\Documents and Settings\<username>, but this differs for the various versions).
The file ‘config’ contains some configuration data used by the setup window. When
you start PeekPerf the first time, the configuration directory and these configuration
files will be created for you.

The file ‘mpi_ids’ contains a mapping from an integer (first column of the file) to
an color (rgb encoded, second through fourth column) and an string (fifth column).
Please do not change the first and last column. This will mix up the the trace view.
But change the colors as you want. Each of the columns two to four hold the
brightness of the red, green and blue part of a color. The possible values are 0 to
255, where 0 means ‘nothing from this part’ and 255 means ‘full intensity’. The
triple (255,255,255) encodes white, the triple (0,0,0) black and the triple (100,0,0) a
darker red.
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